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Welcome to The Early Writers programme
At STABILO, we know that writing is a vital and valuable skill which we use on a daily 
basis. For children it’s a skill they have to learn and develop gradually and so first and 
foremost, learning to write should be fun!

The biggest fans of STABILO and our biggest helpers in pen development are children, parents 
and teachers. So to support all our early writers, their teachers and parents, we have created the 
Early Writers Programme to help children develop the skills they need for their writing journey.

The programme consists of:

•	 Comprehensive guidance notes for teachers and practitioners on how to support early writers

•	 Fun nursery rhyme stimulus in the form of books and online resources - www.stabilo.co.uk/teach

•	 Hands on activity sheets for children to progress and help to develop early writing skills

•	 Notes and advice for parents and carers on how to support early writers at home

•	 Web based tools for parents and teachers to create their activity sheets available at: 
www.stabilo.co.uk/teach 

Understanding what it takes to learn to write
The development and practise of fine motor skills are the building blocks of learning to write. 

STABILO Early Writers focuses on the development and practise of these movements and the  
motor control processes required that lead to the skills needed to form legible, relaxed and  
efficient handwriting.  

Handwriting requires the ability to exercise precise motor control, intact coordination skills and 
visual-motor control of the fingers and hand. 

Fine motor skills require children to manipulate and gain control over a range of materials and tools 
for example:

•	 Grasping – using a crayon, pencil, brush, glue stick, blocks

•	 Manipulating – playdough, clay, paper, sewing, scissors, finger plays

•	 Hand-eye co-ordination – cutting, threading, moving a cursor

“All children have the motor skills that are important for writing - we just have to build 
the bridge between drawing and writing for them.” Dr Christian Marquardt

Dr Christian Marquardt has been researching the motor foundations of writing for several years. 
He received a PhD at the Faculty of Medical Psychology at the Ludwig-Maximillian- University in Munich, 
on the subject of kinetic movement analysis.

This resource provides suggestions for children to repeatedly practice and enjoy these movements 
before progressing to copying and repeating precise letter shapes, which if encouraged too early 
may lead to hand cramping, fatigue and other problems in learning to write.

We hope you find these materials helpful in supporting 
young children with their writing practice. 
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The ‘write’ tools
At a very young age, writing behaviour can be positively influenced by the use 
of a suitable pen or pencil. One that makes writing and drawing easier, helps the 
writer have a good posture and prevents their hand cramping or getting tired 
too early. At STABILO we take time to work closely with ergonomists and fine 
motor specialists when developing our pens and pencils to make sure they meet 
the needs of the person using them. 

The STABILO EASYcolor and EASYgraph 
ranges have been developed with 
experts to meet the needs of young 
children and are ideal training pencils 
with integrated gripzones to promote 
them to be held correctly. These are 
part of our wide range of handwriting 
products which can help early writers 
develop their skills, find out more at 
www.stabilo.co.uk/teach  

Using this resource
The Early Writers programme is based 
around the well-loved nursery rhyme 
Hickory, dickory, dock. Sing the rhyme 
with the children and then get them hands 
on with the characters by using the fun 
activity sheets suitable for their stage of 
writing.

These notes are full of hints and tips on 
how to support the Early Writers in your 
setting or classroom and provide ideas on 
how to get active with mark making and 
letter formation beyond the activity sheets 
provided as part of this programme.
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How the resources in the Early Writers programme 
link to the curriculum:

Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum

Communication and language Understanding: children follow instructions involving 
several ideas or actions. 

Physical development Moving and handling: children show good control and 
coordination in large and small movements. They handle 
equipment and tools effectively, including pencils for 
writing.

Personal, social and 
emotional development

Self-confidence and self-awareness: children are 
confident to try new activities, and say why they like some 
activities more than others. They will choose the resources 
they need for their chosen activities. They say when they do 
or don’t need help.

Literacy Writing: children use their phonic knowledge to write 
words in ways which match their spoken sounds. Some 
words are spelt correctly and others are phonetically 
plausible.

Mathematics Shape, space and measures: They recognise, create and 
describe patterns. They explore characteristics of everyday 
objects and shapes.

Expressive arts and design Exploring and using media and materials: They safely 
use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, 
experimenting with colour, design, texture, form and 
function.

Being imaginative: They represent their own ideas, 
thoughts and feelings through art and role-play.
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Let’s get started!

Making their mark
Children begin their journey towards writing by making marks. This often begins by using their 
hands and fingers in sandpits, water, paint and in the air. 

Encourage children to have fun with their early mark making as it helps them to develop hand-
eye coordination and build up contact control and muscles in their hands which are needed for 
controlling a pencil, pen or paintbrush later on.

Building hand-eye coordination skills

Using active rhymes
Singing nursery rhymes with accompanying actions is a great way of getting little fingers and 
hands active and engaged, giving them a great grounding for more complex tasks later on.

Try out the actions below while singing Hickory, dickory, dock.

Hickory, dickory, dock

The mouse ran up the clock 
(wiggle fingers vertically up in the air 
to demonstrate the running mouse)

The clock struck one  
(draw a number one in the air 
with your finger)

The mouse ran down! 
(wiggle fingers vertically down in the 
air to demonstrate the running mouse)

Hickory, dickory, dock.

There are lots of other rhymes 
to try too like:

•	 Incy, wincy, spider

•	 Polly put the kettle on

•	 Wheels on the bus

•	 3 blind mice. 
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Using role play
Another great way of encouraging early writing is by using role play. Children can play at being 
writers and using writing skills by setting up an office space, pretending to be a teacher or travel 
agent or even role playing being a waiter or waitress and writing down people’s orders. 

The focus here is not that they are writing the correct words or letters down but they are engaging 
with the concept of writing and understanding what it is for. 

Some more fun ideas
Some other simple tasks and activities which help 
fine motor skills:

•	 Playing with toys

•	 Colouring and painting

•	  Putting on clothes and coats – buttons, zips 
and laces are great tasks to do

•	 Cooking

•	 Modelling with clay and play dough

•	 Using jigsaws 

•	 Building with bricks

•	 Threading beads onto laces

•	 Using scissors to cut

•	 Gluing and sticking

These will all help children with the development 
of their coordination skills and the finger and hand 
control they need for their writing.
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Making shapes
This will help children improve their fine motor skills linked to the development of these shapes, 
which will help children later on to apply this movement to handwriting. They first learn to go  
up and down, then side-to-side, then circles and then diagonals.

Activity sheet 1-5 have some fun examples using picture 
shapes to enable children to get hands on with these shapes.

Encourage shape making by trying a range of activities using lots of different stimulus: 

•	 Make shapes on a large scale in the air, on the whiteboard, floor or on a large piece of paper

•	 Write or scribble on different kinds of paper 

•	 Use different tools like paintbrushes, chalks, crayons and markers

•	 Use finger paints

•	 Write in sand, salt, foam, mud and flour 

•	 Trace finger around shapes of different objects

•	 Draw on a cake using icing

•	 Try finger painting in whipped cream on a flat plate of jelly

•	 Draw with cheese spread on to bread or crackers

•	 Use rolled up paper as a wand to write in the air with both hands

•	 Use a scarf as a streamer to make lines or circles in the air

•	 Walk, run, skip, jump or knee walk shapes on the floor

•	 Follow the leader to form shapes and letters
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Getting to grips with the pencil 

How to encourage a good pencil grip 
(tripod grip)
The best writing hold is the tripod grip using the 
index finger, thumb and with support from the middle 
finger from behind. As recommended by the National 
Handwriting Association.

To help develop the tripod grip:

•	 Use short, wide pencils, crayons or chalks and encourage children to hold them between 
the thumb pad and index finger pad (like a bird beak). The pencil can then rest on the 
middle finger.

•	 Put a sticker or band around the pencil to show how to hold it near the tip. By placing a grip on 
the pencil it will encourage a dynamic tripod grip (introduce use slowly), alternatively children 
could try using a triangular pencil. The STABILO EASY handwriting range offers pens and pencils 
which have the grip zone integrated into them promoting the correct grip.
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Pencil control 
Once children have had the opportunity to get to grips with mark and shape making and they have 
established a good pencil hold it is a great time to think a bit more about their pencil control. The 
more confident they are using writing tools the more confident they will be to try new things like 
forming letters.

Give them opportunities to work with a pencil with activities like:

•	 Join the dots

•	 Mazes

•	 Matching one object to another

•	 Drawing between two wide lines 

•	 Drawing a snail or tornado – going round 
and round but keeping wrist on the table 
and moving only the fingers

Turing pictures into Letters 
Studies show that drawing helps children develop the required motor skills for flowing and 
automatic handwriting. These skills can be put to use when learning to write, if letters are 
translated into recognisable pictures and shapes for example:

•	 When a child draws an Easter egg, they use automatic movements. 
However, if they have to write a capital O, they begin to copy letters 
and the writing movements are no longer automatic 

•	 A capital M can be translated for children as a valley with a 
mountain on each side.

Activity sheets 1, 2 and 4 include some great 
join the dot examples to get started with.  

Shaping Letters 
Most children will find starting to shape and form the letters included in their 
name easiest, as they will recognise them and are already familiar with them.

Some simple ways of starting children off with forming letters:

•	 Tracing and copying large letters onto paper

•	 Watching an adult shape a letter and then copying

•	 Colouring in ready drawn letters

Only as children get more comfortable with their writing skills should you begin to provide them 
with guidelines to write on and fit their letters in. This will also help make sure they are controlling 
the pencil well and following the right direction of forming their letters.
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Good practice advice
Here are some practical things you can do to help and support your early writers develop their skills. 

Sitting position, lighting and clear working area
A good sitting position at the table or desk can help children to be stable, comfortable and  
able to concentrate and use their hands effectively.

Try to ensure that:

•	 Their feet are flat on the floor or on an appropriate support (e.g. foot block)

•	 Their pelvis is at the back of the seat and they are sitting up straight

•	 Their lower arms are relaxed on the desk and their hands are able to flow freely 
in all directions

•	 The work surface is high enough to stabilize the shoulders

•	 Their working area is well lit and not cluttered

•	 Sometimes a slanted work surface can help if they are struggling to find a comfortable position. 

Getting the pressure right
Sometimes children may struggle to write comfortably as they are applying too much or too little 
pressure. Too much and they will find writing hard work and may rip the paper they are working 
on. Too little and their marks and writing will not show up, both can cause frustration. 

Tips to help reduce pressure:

•	 Play dough writing – flatten a piece onto a desk or table and use a pencil to write in it. 
For those that press too hard, the letters and lines come out all torn up so they get immediate 
feedback to lighten their pressure.

•	 Writing on corrugated cardboard – encourage the child not to flatten the bumps on 
the cardboard.

•	 Writing on tin foil backed with cardboard – encourage the child not to rip the foil when 
they write.

Tips to help increase pressure: 

•	 Use crayon rubbings – If too little pressure is used, the image will not come through clearly. 
After achieving the ‘perfect’ pressure, ask the child to maintain the same pressure with their 
eyes closed.

•	 Get the child to rub wax over a square of paper – then turn it over onto another piece of 
paper. Get the child to press hard onto the paper and draw shapes so the wax leaves marks on 
the other piece of paper.

•	 Try using a softer pencil – softer leads are classified as B and the harder are H.
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Hand dominance and how to support left handed writers
Children develop hand dominance at around 3-5 years (but sometimes later). Hand dominance 
simply means that one hand becomes more active in leading activities such as writing or using 
scissors. 

Many children or their parents will be aware of which hand they use as the dominant. It can also 
be indicated by asking them to pick up a pencil (from the middle of a desk), asking them to open 
a jar or asking which hand they brush their teeth with.

Left Handedness
Many children won’t even notice that people are left and right handed until they start nursery, 
pre-school or school as it becomes more noticeable when children sit and work together. It is worth 
thinking about where children are sat in the classroom when they are beginning to write as it will 
affect how much space and freedom they have around them.

Top tips:

•	 Try not to sit a left-hander on the right of a right-hander during writing activities as their arms 
will bump into each other 

•	 Place paper to the left of the body midline and tilt the paper clockwise to avoid the child’s hand 
obscuring the view of the line. It may be useful to place a tape on the table to outline where it 
should be positioned until the child gets used to it

•	 The left fore arm should remain parallel with the sides of the paper to prevent development of 
a ‘hooked’ hand

•	 Check the child has left handed scissors for cutting

•	 There are lots of writing products specifically developed for left handers. Getting a left handed 
pen for example could help the child’s early writing

•	 Sometimes having a sloped surface can help maintain correct posture

The STABILO EASY handwriting range, which features rollerballs and learner 
mechanical pencils, have been developed with special grip moulds, and are 
available for left and right-handers. The shape, arrangement and dimension of 
the grip moulds on STABILO EASY handwriting range make it easy for children 
to find a natural hold for the pencil. Due to the non-slip grip moulds, pre-school 
children who are still trying different holds, can be encouraged to find their 
optimal pencil hold.  
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Some common worries
Because writing is such an important skill, sometimes parents may have worries about how their 
child is developing, some common worries are:

•	 Pencil grip – children may develop a strange pencil grip when they are desperately looking for 
a way to control their movements and find a comfortable way to hold the pencil. The grip used 
by young children will usually improve as their hand movements become more controlled. Try 
showing them the tripod grip or providing a triangular pencil or ergonomic grip to help them 
develop a comfortable grip.

•	 Back to front letters – children have to rely on their memory to write letters until they become 
good readers. This means that nearly all children will reverse their letters early on, or miss letters 
out of words. Don’t put too much emphasis on their mistakes but heavily praise the letters they 
do get right.

•	 Children who seem disinterested in writing – mark-making must be fun for children. There 
are lots of different ways of making it an enjoyable and creative process and giving praise will 
encourage them to continue, whereas criticising their work could put them off. Seeing other 
children, adults and parents writing and mark making is also a great way to encourage a 
reluctant writer as they will enjoy joining in with others.   

Some final top tips for encouraging early writers
•	 Be patient and supportive – children who are corrected too often or asked to write things out 

‘properly’ again and again can lose interest in doing it at all. However children who enjoy the 
process of mark-making and receive praise for what they produce will be happy to write more 
often.

•	 Provide lots of materials – endless supplies of paper, crayons, felt tips and paint along with 
lots of paper to create with. Most children will be happy with rolls of old wallpaper and scrap to 
write on, don’t worry about buying expensive paper. 

•	 Try mark making outdoors – you can use chalks on outside patios, walls and paths. This is a 
great way of helping children to learn to control their movements and the chalk won’t leave any 
permanent damage. 

•	 Show off your writing – children love to imitate adults around them, so by demonstrating 
your own writing you are encouraging them to get involved and start writing themselves.

The STABILO Early Writers resource and activities are all available 
to download free from www.stabilo.co.uk/teach.

The National Handwriting Association website also offers further 
handwriting support at www.nha-handwriting.org.uk.



Activity Sheet Exemplar 
Making Shapes

Help get Dock home
Baby mouse Dock is a very naughty little mouse, he is always running off and hiding and his 
mum and dad can never find him!

Help Dock find his way home to his mouse hole.

1

1c

1b

1a

1d



The nursery rhyme

The Grandfather clock

2

3
Baby mouse Dock ran up and 
hid from his mum and dad in the 
grandfather clock. 

Join the dots to draw the 
grandfather clock and 
then colour it in.

Sing along with the 
nursery rhyme Hickory, 
dickory, dock!
Hickory, dickory, dock,
The mouse ran up the clock.
The clock struck one,
The mouse ran down!

Hickory, dickory, dock!

As you sing wiggle your fingers 
up and down to show little 
Dock running up the clock!

Activity Sheet Exemplar 
Using Active Rhymes



Finish the pictures4
Baby mouse, Dock, sees lots of different things on his adventures.

Use these shapes to finish the pictures on this sheet and see what 
Dock has found.

4a

4b

4c

4d

4e

4f

Activity Sheet Exemplar 
Making Shapes

Draw your favourite picture.
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Making shapes5
Hickory, Dickory and Dock run all over the house following different pathways. Follow their 
pathways and then see what letters you can make from the same shapes.

5a   Making loops

5b   Making curved lines



Activity Sheet Exemplar 
Making Shapes

Making shapes5
Hickory, Dickory and Dock run all over the house following different pathways. Follow their 
pathways and then see what letters you can make from the same shapes.

5c   Making circles

5d   Making vertical wavy lines



Activity Sheet Exemplar 
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Making shapes5
Hickory, Dickory and Dock run all over the house following different pathways. Follow their 
pathways and then see what letters you can make from the same shapes.

5e   Making horizontal zig zags

5f   Making vertical zig zags


